
 
Session 2:  

 Environmental Compliance  
for  

Environmentally Sound Design  
and Management 



Session Objectives 

• Define “environment” 
• Give at least two examples of how the environment 

affects development needs & USAID programming, 
and how development affects the environment 

• State the origins of and statutory/regulatory basis for 
USAID’s environmental procedures 

• State the key compliance requirements established 
by the procedures over life-of-project 

• State at least two reasons why USAID’s 
environmental compliance procedures are necessary  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review session objectives.Talking point:USAID has long recognized that development and the environment are closely related, if not inseparable. In this session participants will learn more about that relationship and why it is so important for USAID to have a systematic, robust set of procedures for monitoring the impact of its development projects on the environment, and vice versa.



Environment – the Big Picture 

What is Environment? 
 

 
Webster’s defines it as “The totality of circumstances 
surrounding an organism or group of organisms, especially: 
 

• The complex of physical, chemical, and biotic factors (e.g. 
climate, soil, and living things) that affect and influence the 
growth, development, and survival of an organism or an 
ecological community 
 

• The complex of social and cultural conditions affecting the 
nature of an individual or community. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[This slide is animated]Show question, “What is environment?” and ask participants for their responses. Then show the definitions given. For definition of environment, see e.g., Merriam-Webster online dictionary; (http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/environment); answers.com; etc.If anyone asks: USAID’s environmental procedures are concerned with the “natural and physical environment,” (quoting Reg 216)  but in practice health, safety and social issues are not separable. (For example, why do we are if groundwater is polluted? In large part because of its impact on the health of those who drink it. . .)



Question: 

What are some “big-
picture” environmental 
trends affecting human 
health and livelihoods 
globally? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants what they think some of the environmental trends are that are affecting human health and livelihoods globally. Take responses and then show the following slides on trends.
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Population growth  

UN Population estimates:* 
  

 

* All data: “medium variant” projection.  
    UN Population Division  http://esa.un.org/unpp  

Today 2050 % 
change 

World 6.9bn 9.15bn +32% 

Africa 1.02 bn 2.19 bn +114.7% 

Asia 4.16bn 5.14bn +23.6% 

M. East 200 mn 372.9 mn +86.3% 

LAC** 590 mn 751 mn +27.3% 

Less-
Developed 
Regions 

5.7bn 7.9bn +40% 

LDCs 863mn 1.74bn +102% 

Increased demands for water, land, fish & 
timber, energy, infrastructure & social 
services. Increased waste production.  

**LAC: Latin America and the Caribbean  

Increasing Population in 
developing areas 
 

LEADS 
TO 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants:What contributes to the uncertainty (“spread in the lines”) in the predictions? Answer: Family planning, disease burdens (see bottom of these notes)Talking points: UN estimate: World population almost 10 billion by 2050African population expected to double to 2.0 billion by 2050Asia increase to 3.7 billionExcept for high-AIDS countries, 3-4% population growth in LDCs is the normGreatest increase (150% growth) is in the least developed countriesFigure: Population of the world and its regions (in millions). Source: http://esa.un.org/unpp/ .Solid line: medium variant. Shaded region: low to high variant. Dashed line: constant-fertility variant. Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:World_population_%28UN%29.svg#file (reproduction permission granted)See BACKGROUND NOTES in your trainer’s guide for more information on these data. 

http://esa.un.org/unpp
http://esa.un.org/unpp
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Urbanization 

Most urban growth in the 
next 25 years in 
developing countries 

Urban pop as 
% of total 

% change in 
total urban 
population Today 2050 

World 48.6% 69.6% +89% 

Africa 40.5% 56% +198% 

Asia 42.3 % 66.1% +93% 

M. East 79% 84% +97.4% 

LAC** 79.5% 86.3% +38.2% 

Less-Developed 
Regions 

45.3% 67% +107% 

LDCs 29.4% 55.5% +280% 

* UN Population Division 
http://esa.un.org/unup/index.asp  

Increased urban environmental 
health hazards (given poor municipal 
sanitation, waste management capacity).  

LEADS 
TO 

**LAC: Latin America and the Caribbean  

UN Population estimates:* 
  

 

Urban population will grow more than 2X as 
fast as rural population for the foreseeable 
future 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points: By 2008, > 50% world population was in urban areas; by 2050, 70% will be in urban areas Significant increases in urban poor in Asia, Africa, Latin America Urban population will grow much faster than rural population for the foreseeable futureDiscuss:Is urbanization a significant issue in participants’ postings/home country? (Even in predominantly rural countries, urbanization is usually an issue.)One advantage of urbanization: providing services such as water, health care, education, power can be easier in urban areas. (concentrated demand). But --- rapid urbanization can overwhelm physical and economic infrastructure (ie the employment base), making it extremely difficult to catch up with needs. African cities have the highest rate of urbanization but the lowest rate of urban economic growth.1Rapid population growth and rural-urban migration amidst limited job opportunities leads to overexploitation of forest reserves and illegal off-take of wildlife and fish.2Sources:1Citations from World Bank Regional Report – Africa Region (Spring 2001): (http://web.mit.edu/urbanupgrading/upgrading/case-examples/overview-africa/regional-overview.html)2Citations from the Zambia 2010 ETOA:(http://www.encapafrica.org/documents/biofor/Approved%20Zambia%20ETOA_Final.pdf)Additional statistics source: J.L. Venard, Urban Planning and Environment in Sub-Saharan Africa, UNCED. Paper no. 5 (AFTES) 1995.Useful summary: http://web.mit.edu/urbanupgrading/upgrading/case-examples/overview-africa/regional-overview.html#Anchor-47857

http://esa.un.org/unup/index.asp


Global climate change 
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Projected end-of-century impacts of unconstrained  
GHG emissions4C average global temp rise and. . . 

Temperature  rise over  
pre-industrial climate baseline 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points:This map shows what the world will look like if temperatures rise beyond four degrees C from a pre-industrial climate (7 degrees F). It predicts temperature rises may reach the dangerous tipping point by 2060 unless more is done to cut greenhouse gas emissions.As a result of climate change: Health impacts as tropical disease endemic areas (like malaria) expandAgriculture: changing temperatures & precipitation patterns = changing crop options & cultivation techniques---requires farmer knowledgeForests: as climate changes, species will either adapt of die off, to be replaced by other species. For example, in Maine, evergreen forests will be deciduous forests because evergreens cannot tolerate increase in temperature.Coastal areas – what are the implications of sea level rise for coastal cities? Agriculture? Some countries making contingency plans --- but adaptation measures require resources.Decrease in access to resources and forced migration can lead to increased conflict. Notes:If emissions are allowed to continue unchecked, they are likely to lead to warming of 4 °C or more by the end of the century. This increases the risk of dangerous feedbacks - such as the release of methane from melting permafrost - that will amplify the warming and lead to irreversible damage to the world's climate and ecosystems.Could result in a decrease in yields of all major cereal crops across most major regions of production.By limiting temperature rises to 2 °C the production of some cereal crops could actually increase at mid-to-high latitudes, with negative impacts limited to regions where farming is already under threat, especially in semi-arid and tropical regions.Limiting the rise in global temperatures to 2 °C could halve the average sea-level rise from 80 cm to 40 cm, when compared with a temperature rise closer to four degrees.Emissions of CO2 will need to be reduced close to zero by the end of this century to be confident of avoiding a rise in the mean global temperature beyond 2 °C.Source:UK Met Office  http://www.metoffice.gov.uk



Question: 

Relationship between Environment and Development 
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What examples can you give of 
development programs or 
projects that have been affected 
by the environment? 

 
What examples can you give of 
where the environment has been 
affected by development 
programming? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants: “What examples can you give of development programs or projects that have been affected by the environment?” and,“What examples can you give of where the environment has been affected by development programming?”Listen to responses, and refer to them as you progress through the following slides.The next segment of this session will focus on why USAID, as a development agency, needs to be so concerned with the impact of the environment on development, and vice versa.



Inseparable relationship 

• Cannot separate the environment and development. 
• Much of USAID’s portfolio is a direct response to or 

directly affected by critical environmental trends. 
• But active programmatic responses to external. 

Environmental challenges are only half of the 
“environment and development equation” for USAID. 
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Illegal sand mining and suction dredging   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking point:In this picture, an illegal barge conducts suction dredging for Gold on the Pra River in Ghana. In foreground, a pile of sand from sand mining sits on the riverbank. Both practices have significant adverse effects on the river, which serves as a water source and fishery for many downstream communities. [M Stoughton/2012]--------------------BACKGROUND NOTES:“Effects of Suction Dredging on Streams: a Review and an Evaluation Strategy” By Bret C. Harvey and Thomas E. Lisle; Fisheries Habitat vol. 23 No 8 August 1988. http://www.karuk.us/press/mining_pdfs/HarveyLisle%20Suction%20Dredging%20effects.pdf  “Suction dredging for gold is a small-scale mining practice whereby streambed material is excavated from a wetted portion of a river channel and discarded elsewhere. Suction dredges use high-pressure water pumps driven by gaso-line-powered motors to create suction in a flexible intake pipe [commonly 75-300 cm (3 in-12 in) in diameter]. The intake pipe sucks streambed material and water and passes them over a sluice box that is usually mounted on a floating barge. Dense particles (including gold) are trap-ped in the sluice box. The remainder of the material is dis-charged into the stream and can form piles of tailings or spoils. Large boulders, stumps, and rootwads may be moved before excavating a site, and rocks too large to  enter the intake pipe are piled nearby. Dredging can vary  in area from a few small excavations to the entire wetted area in a reach and can exceed several meters in depth. 



In environment and development, things 
are often complicated . . . 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photos: Satellite Pictures: NASA (right-hand image ID SPD-JSC-STS052-102-1 03; www.nasaimages.org) Talking points:The Aswan High Dam is an example of how development has had an impact on the environment and on people’s livelihoods and health.The dam was completed 40 years ago to enable perennial irrigation to agriculture, control damaging Nile floods, and to generate electric power. (Continue on the next slide)



Example of the Aswan Dam 
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Aswan High Dam 

1960 – 1970:  Aswan High 
Dam is built for year-round 

irrigation;  annual Nile floods 
stop. Salt is no longer  

washed  from soils  

 
Farmers apply more water to 

crops, causing the water 
table to rise 

Caused significant 
damage to two 
industries essential to     
the Egyptian economy              

 

Waterlogging and salination 
have adverse effects on 
monuments and crops 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photos: Upper picture shows damage to monument by water. Lower picture shows damage to crop land caused by salination and waterlogging.Talking points:Prior to construction of the dam, the annual Nile floods would leach away salts that had accumulated on the land. Now, farmers need to apply more water to their crops in order to wash away the accumulated salts. This, combined with year-round irrigation and poor drainage, caused a rise in the water table. Waterlogging and salination have severe adverse impacts on irrigated agriculture. At Luxor and other locations, they also are causing extensive damage to the nearby monuments, temples and statuary of the Pharoahs, where the groundwater is now in contact with their foundations. As this water evaporates, the salts crystallize, causing rapid decay of the rock of which these temples, statues, and tombs were constructed. More than a third of Egyptian agricultural land is significantly impacted by salinization; this is a significant food security and economic threat.Localized, USAID-funded groundwater-lowering solutions (in Luxor and Cairo) have been implemented to save World Heritage monuments and sites. They combine well fields, a large-scale subsurface “French drain” system and continuous pumping. These interventions are critical to save key sites, but cannot address the root cause of the problem, nor the large-scale salination of agricultural land . 



USAID’s Environmental Procedures 
 

Their Origins & Statutory Basis 
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The other half of the “environment and 
development equation” for USAID 
 

USAID has mandatory 
environmental procedures  
to limit adverse impacts of 
USAID development activities 
on ecosystems, 
environmental resources and 
environmental quality—
particularly as they affect 
human health and livelihoods.  
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Fires to prepare land for planting in SE Asia create 
a huge regional smoke plume. Image: NASA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo: Afternoon image of Southeast Asia, including (left to right) Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam showing a huge regional smoke plume from burning (red dots are fires) to clear fields. Biomass burning in Southeast Asia peaks in late winter or early spring as farmers begin to prepare land for seasonal planting. The widespread nature of the burning creates a seasonal pattern of emissions that play a significant role in regional air pollution, including tropospheric ozone. [: www.nasaimages.org. Image ID SPD-ETOBS-5390; Jan 31 2003]Talking points:USAID has mandatory life-of-project environmental procedures to limit the adverse effects of the Agency’s development activities.This is the “other half” of the environment & development equation for the Agency—and the subject of this workshop. 



Origin & mandate of USAID’s 
environmental procedures 
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In 1974, USAID provided highly 
concentrated Malathion to poorly 
trained field workers on an agricultural 
project in Pakistan 
Working without protective equipment in 
the heat, the workers sprayed each 
other.  
5 died. 

An “environmental 
failure” 

1974 

1975 
 
Sued by US NGOs for non-compliance 
with NEPA, USAID settled out of 
court, agreeing to develop 
environmental safeguard 
procedures.  
 

First a court mandate 
 
Then a mandate in law: 

§117 of the FAA requires that 
USAID:  

utilize an Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) process to: 

“fully take into account the 
impacts of [its] programs and 
projects upon the environment 
and natural resources”  

of host countries prior to 
implementation. 

2 

1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking point:This slide gives a brief history of the origin of USAID’s environmental procedures.IMPORTANT NOTE:In this course, as in the Mission Environmental Officer Handbook and the USAID Environmental Procedures Briefing for Mission Staff, the term “USAID Environmental Procedures” does not refer only to Reg. 216, but the collectively to Reg. 216, other FAA requirements, and to the required procedures and directives contained in the ADS.NEPA = National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). All Executive Branch agencies required to undertake environmental impact assessment. Executive Order 12114 of January 4, 1979  on Environmental effects abroad of major federal actions required agencies operating overseas to develop procedures consistent with spirit/intent of NEPA. ..---------------------------FAA Part 1, Section 117(c)(1) The President, in implementing programs and projects under this chapter and chapter 10 of this part, shall take fully into account the impact of such programs and projects upon the environment and natural resources of developing countries. Subject to such procedures as the President considers appropriate, the President shall require all agencies and officials responsible for programs or projects under this chapter—(A) to prepare and take fully into account an environmental impact statement for any program or project under this chapter significantly affecting the environment of the global commons outside the jurisdiction of any country, the environment of the United States, or other aspects of the environment which the President may specify; and (B) to prepare and take fully into account an environmental assessment of any proposed program or project under this chapter significantly affecting the environment of any foreign country. Such agencies and officials should, where appropriate, use local technical resources in preparing environmental impact statements and environmental assessments pursuant to this subsection. 



Where are the procedures found?  
 

USAID’s Environmental Procedures  are the 
response to these mandates. They consist of: 

• Federal regulations:  
22 CFR 216 ( “Reg. 216”) and  

• Mandatory Agency Policies as set out in 
USAID’s Automated Directives System 
(ADS), (especially--but not only--201.3.11, 
202.3.6, 204 & 303)  

 

Compliance with the procedures is 
mandatory.  With limited exceptions for 
disaster assistance, they apply to every 
program, project, activity, and amendment 
supported with USAID funds. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ADS 204  is the core environmental procedures ADS chapter. More on integration of environmental compliance into ADS is coming in session 12.



What do the procedures require? (the big 
picture)  
 

The procedures specify an Environmental Impact Assessment 
process that must be applied to all activities before 
implementation 
 

This process frequently results in environmental management 
conditions (mitigative & monitoring measures). 
 

These measures must be implemented and monitored over the 
life of the activity/project (LOP). 
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Objective: Assure Environmentally Sound 
Design and Management of USAID-
funded/USAID-managed activities.  

1 

2 

3 
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1. Environmental considerations 
must be taken into account in 
activity planning.  

2. No activities implemented without 
approved Reg. 216 
environmental documentation.  

3. Any resulting environmental 
mitigation and monitoring 
conditions are: 

1. Written into contract 
instruments.  

2. Carried out by the 
implementing partner, and 
this implementation is 
monitored 

The output of the EIA 
process specified by 22 

CFR 216* 
 

USAID monitors via field 
inspections and review of 

routine project reports 
submitted by IPs. To make this 
possible, project reporting by 
IPs must provide an auditable 

record of environmental 
compliance. 

What do the procedures require?  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More detail on what the procedures require.
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4. Environmental compliance is 
assessed annually as part of 
formal Mission (operating unit) 
reporting. 

5. Environmental compliance 
documentation is maintained by 
the Mission & each sector team  

 

 

 

 

 

  

As part of the program or 
activity record and used to 

manage program 
implementation 

In contrast to gender and general sustainability assessment,  
pre-implementation environmental review is required by law and 

regulation, not just Agency policy.   

What do the procedures require? (cont’d)  
 



Overview: Roles & Responsibilities 
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USAID Implementing Partners 
Assures Reg. 216 
documentation in place.  
Establishes/approves 
environmental mitigation & 
monitoring conditions.  
Oversees compliance with 
these conditions, a core 
part of AOR/COR 
responsibilities.  
 

Implement environmental 
management conditions 
established in Reg. 216 
documentation. 
Report on implementation 
to USAID.  
 
 
 



Why be so systematic? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pictures: An open pile of mixed medical waste behind Juba (Sudan) Teaching Hospital drains to on-site agricultural fields behind the mortuary. Note: These pictures were taken after the conclusion of USAID assistance---but this hospital received significant donor support (USAID and otherwise).Talking point:From the preceding slides we see that USAID has a very systematic/formal process to address environmental impacts of development projects. Ask:“The statutory mandate aside, is there any reason actually related to development outcomes that we need to be so systematic?”In other words, don’t we know enough about development that we will “get things right” without a formal environmental review/compliance process? And why worry in the case of smaller-scale activities anyway?Show the following slides for examples of why the agency should be (and is required to be) systematic in ensuring environmental compliance. These are all examples in which the issues are well-known and the “right thing to do” is also well-known and not technically complicated!



Waste management problems are not 
limited to hospitals. . . 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture: Open-air abattoir (slaughter house) with uncontrolled effluent & waste disposal features a USAID-branded gate. [June 2011]Talking point:In this case, NOT creating a danger to public health requires both DESIGNING appropriate waste management structures/facilities into the abattoir, and OPERATING the abbattoir properly. 



Hazards to health? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture: This man is spraying insecticide to control pests that may be harming his crop. Talking point:Pesticide use has intrinsic hazards to the environment, consumers and farmers/farming communities. Safer Pesticide Use must address all these risks. The hazard illustrated here is to the farmer. Ask:“What should he be doing to protect his own health?”Take answers and then show the next slide. 



Protecting personal health 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answer to question from previous slide:From the picture, we can’t say anything about the pesticide he is using, whether his equipment is in good condition, etc. . . But it is clear  that he should be wearing a respirator, or at least, mask, gloves, boots. Overall body protection is best.



Cleaning up after the fact  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points:30+ year-old, obsolete USAID-branded pesticides (found during 2003-2004 FAO Survey). Note: Highly corrosive Potassium hydroxide (KOH) found in the jar. Proper disposal starts at $3,000 to $5,000 per ton. Costs rise for highly toxic pesticides. Costly site cleanup also needed after the barrels are removed.
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Cause and effect can be complicated 

Ongoing mass arsenic poisoning in Bangladesh 

Source: Denver Post, citing  
Alliance to End Childhood Lead Poisoning & news wires 

 
Ponds provided a 
source of organic 

carbon which 
settles to bottom 
of pond, seeps 

underground and 
is metabolized by 

microbes 
 

creates chemical 
conditions that 
cause naturally 

occurring arsenic 
to dissolve out of 
the sediments and 

soils and move 
into groundwater 

Created conditions 
for mass arsenic 
poisoning when 

villages switched 
from surface water 
to “cleaner” tube 

wells.  

Ponds excavated 
for fill to build-up 
ground level in 

villages for flood 
protection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the previous examples, the problems and necessary solutions were clear ---- “getting things right” is even harder when cause and effect is complicated---as it often is! Picture: Today approximately 3000 Bangladeshis die each year of arsenic-induced cancer; 2 million live with chronic arsenic poisoningTalking point:Arsenic is a potent & bio-accumulative poison; can cause skin lesions, neurological disorders, skin lesions, heart & lung disease, cancer.It occurs naturally in geologic formations and can move into groundwater. There is no way to predict which formations contain arsenic. May be significant variations within an aquifer.Can be mobilized by human-induced changes to hydrology (mining, irrigation, flood control).In 1980s, widespread poisoning in Bangladesh/West Bengal (India) highlighted the issue. Recent research in Bangladesh indicates that ponds excavated to provide soil to build-up villages for flood protection  provide a source of organic carbon, which settles to the bottom of the pond, seeps underground, and is metabolized by microbes. This creates chemical conditions that cause naturally occurring arsenic to dissolve out of the sediments and soils and move into groundwater.  (Summary in MIT “CEE in Focus” Vol. 2 No. 2 Spring 2010 of Jan 2010 Geoscience article (Harvey et al) (also the source of Bangladesh fatality and mortality stats above.) 



Environmental Failure 
 

 Multiple Pathways to  
“Environmental Failure” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points:In previous slides, we have seen that “environmental failure” can be brought on by:Failure to implement the most basic good housekeeping practices (first examples)Failure to appreciate complexity of systems (as we saw in arsenic poisoning in Bangladesh and in Aswan Dam examples)The next slides show two more ways that development without planning/consideration for environmental impact can have negative effects on both the development and the environment. They are not as complex as earlier examples, but quite common:Designing for average conditions (rebuilding a schoolhouse) and Failure to plan for the effects of increased scale
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This schoolhouse is being rebuilt in 
makeshift fashion with plank walls & 
split-bamboo roof.   
 
Why? Strong winds ripped the 
aluminum sheet roofing off the donor-
funded “permanent” structure and 
toppled the landcrete walls. 
 
In this area, one or two storms every 5 
years typically have winds of this 
strength. 

Other “average conditions” to be careful of: 
Rainfall, tides, water tables. .  What else? 

Designing for average conditions, 
not expected variability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points:“Averages” mask the variability which is inevitable and natural in environmental conditions. “Average” is changing, and becoming more extreme, so that average conditions and the variability that can be expected in rainfall, tides, water tables, etc. will become more extreme.The school is being rebuilt with local effort. The original assistance money that provided for the permanent structure was a wasted investment. 
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The environmental effects of a 
small-scale animal husbandry 

project may be minor 

BUT if the project is successful, 
and many more individuals begin 

to hold larger numbers of 
animals, serious problems may 

arise. . . 

Health hazards from 
animal waste. . . 

Fodder shortages 
(may lead to 

overgrazing and 
erosion and/or 
 land conflicts) 

 

(Or, failure to plan for success!) 

Failure to plan for the effects of increased scale 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking point:Let’s say you end up several villages becoming enthusiastic for goat husbandry. This is a desired outcome of your small pilot project! But what are the (all-too-foreseeable) adverse outcomes?Uncontrolled animal waste – health hazardWater, food shortagesOvergrazing then erosion and land conflict
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Finally, small-scale  
is not small impact! 

• Myth:  
“Environmental impacts of small-
scale activities are negligible” 

• Reality: 
Impacts of a single poorly 
designed/implemented small-
scale activity may be small in 
absolute terms 
• But local impacts to people and 

communities can be very significant 
• If small-scale activities are numerous, 

together they can have significant 
cumulative impacts. 

Potable water 
supply near 

hospital morgue 

Total failure of 
latrines to contain 

pathogens 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking point:One might think that small-scale activities do not require a systematic environmental compliance process because the consequences of “getting it wrong” are small. Not true! 



USAID’s environmental procedures 
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Are processes that:  

• Help avoid 
environmental failures 

• Maximize 
environmental 
benefits 

In short,  
they help achieve 
environmentally sound 
design & management 
(ESDM) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points:Bottom line is that all of the examples that we have just seen, as well as many others, tell us that we do need a systematic environmental compliance process! Properly applied, USAID’s environmental procedures are a life-of-project process for avoiding environmental failures and maximizing environmental benefits.USAID’s procedures are a specific implementation of the general, internationally accepted environmental impact assessment process (EIA) process. In the next session of this course we will see how EIA as a framework operationalizes (makes a reality) the basic rules for achieving environmentally sound design and management.
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